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Welcome to Museum!
MUSEUM is set during the early XXth century - the golden age of the Museum - when the exploration of far-away lands and the subsequent repatriation
of historical relics had become commonplace. Public demand for displays of exotic artefacts is at fever pitch as patrons flock to see the forgotten wonders
of the world! In this time of discovery, you’ll be playing as the curator of one of the world’s great Museums, tasked with putting together a Collection of
artefacts the likes of which history has never seen!
Explore the four Continents and bring back relics to display in your Museum. Each Object will earn you points and additionally, at the end of the game,
you’ll score more based on the size of your different Collections. The player with the most points at the end of the game wins!
But beware: the world will keep turning as you play, and you’ll have to contend with various historical events as well as facing the scrutinising gaze of
public opinion.
Will your Museum go down in the annals of history? Or will it simply be a footnote?

Aim of the game
In Museum, players score points by placing Object cards on their personal player boards, which are paid for by discarding other cards.
Players can score even more points by creating Collections! Collections can be based on card colour or type, and are made by placing cards adjacently
in your Museum.
The player with the most points at the end wins!

Components
In your Museum box, you’ll find
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

180 Object cards
20 Public Opinion cards
27 Favour Cards
17 Headline cards
27 Patron cards
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1 Embargo Marker
1 Customs marker
1 Central Board
4 Museum Boards
8 Gaming aids
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marble idols brought as an offering to the
dead.
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•
•
•
•
•

4 Player counters
12 Public Opinion tokens
32 Prestige tokens
1 Expert board
24 Expert cards

back

x 27

front

back

x1
x1

x 17

front

x 27

x1
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x4

Setup
3. Shuffle the Headline cards and
place the deck in its spot on the
newspaper.

Setting up the Main Board

1. Place the Central board in
the middle of the table.

6. Take the Embargo and Customs
tokens out of the box and put
them off to one side of the board.

2. Place the Public Opinion
tokens in a pile on top of
the newspaper photo to
form the reserve.

7. Shuffle the Favour Cards
and place the deck in its
spot on the diary.
8. Place the Expert board adjacent
to the Central board.
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4. Prepare each of the four Continent decks by Shuffling 5 Public
Opinion cards into them. You can modify the “difficulty” of
the game by adding or removing Public Opinion cards (See the
“Variants” section). Place the Decks off to one side of the Central
board (we recommend that you place each Deck as close as possible
to its corresponding spot on the Central Board).

Player setup
1. Each Player takes a Museum board and places it in front of them.
2. Each Museum board has a corresponding coloured player marker.
Place these on the “0” space of the score track in the top left-hand
corner of the Central Board.
3. Each player draws one card from each Continent deck and one
from the Favour deck to form their starting hand. If a Public
Opinion card is drawn, shuffle it back into the deck.
4. If the starting cards of a player have a total value of 7 or less, that
player may discard their entire hand and draw replacement cards.
The discarded cards are shuffled back into their respective decks.
5. Each player draws 3 cards from the Patron deck, chooses one and
discards the other two. For details on the Patron cards and how
they work, see “Collections”.
6. The last player to have visited a Museum becomes the 1st player.

5. Draw two cards from each deck and place them in
the allocated spot (represented by that deck’s icon)
on the Central Board. If a Public Opinion card is
drawn, shuffle it back into the deck.

You are now ready to play!

9. Place the Prestige Tokens in a
pile on top of the diploma to
form the reserve.

10. Shuffle the Expert cards and place the deck in
its spot on the left of the Expert board. Then,
draw 3 cards and place them on the designated
board spaces.
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The Turn
- The Exploration Phase, during which you will be able to add

Prestige points are the currency of Museum, and can
be spent during the game to purchase cards and hire
Experts.
Once all players have had the chance to draw a card,
move on to the Action Phase.

- The Action Phase, during which you will be able to improve your

The Action Phase

Each player’s turn is divided into two phases:
Object cards to your Personal Reserve (your hand).
establishment!

During the Action Phase, the active player may perform one of 2 actions:

The Exploration Phase.

Furbish their Museum

On their turn players will be getting the first pick of the Objects brought
back from the four Continents, drawing one to use during the rest of
the turn.

or

Perform an Inventory

Each Object Card is composed of

Furbishing

1. Name
2. Value: As well as the cost of the card, this number represents the
number of Victory Points you score upon exhibiting the card.
3. Masterpiece symbol (cards of a value of 5 only).
4. Civilisation/Colour: Used when determining points for a
Civilisation Collection.
5. Domain/icon: There are 6 different Domains in the game. Making
Domain Collections will earn you additional points at the end of
the game.
6. Image
7. Historical text
During their Exploration
phase, the player must draw one
Object card from any Continent
and place it in their hand. This
action is free but mandatory for
the active player.
Afterwards each of their
opponents, starting with the player
on their left, may also draw one
card from any Continent for free.
This action is free and optional
for other players.
For each opponent that does this
the player may take one Prestige
point from the reserve.

By Furbishing your Museum, you can choose new items to exhibit and
hire staff.

Exhibiting Objects
It’s time to fill up your galleries!
You can put items into your Museum in 3 different ways:
• From your Personal Reserve (your Hand)
• From your Common Pool (your Discard)
• From another player’s Common Pool

Playing Object cards from your Personal Reserve
(your hand)

1
2

5
3

Players may pay to place any Object card from their Personal Reserve
(hand) into their Museum. To place a card in your Museum, you must
discard cards equal to its value (or more) from your hand into your
Common Pool (your discard).
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The Common Pool (discard pile)

What you need to know:
• You may discard multiple cards to pay for one card.
• You may discard one card to pay for multiple cards.
• You may discard multiple cards to pay for multiple cards.
• You may overpay for a card, but you do not receive any change.
• During their turn, a player may purchase as many cards as they
can pay for.

When you discard a card, it isn’t lost! Think of your Common Pool as
your Museum’s warehouse: Objects placed there aren’t currently being
exhibited, but can be taken out of storage at any moment.

Playing a card from your Common pool
(your discard)
Cards in your Common Pool (discard), can be placed into your Museum
in exactly the same manner as cards from your Personal Reserve (your
hand): by discarding other cards and/or using Prestige points. However,
they cannot be used to pay for other cards.

Example :
Eric wishes to place The Ishtar Vase (value: 3) and Ceramic Double Bowl
(value: 1) into his Museum. To pay for these he discards the Tachi Long Sword
(value: 4) from his Personal Reserve (his hand) to his Common Pool (his
discard). He then moves 4 points along the score track.
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Example :
Eric now wants to exhibit his Tachi Long Sword (value: 4), which he previously
discarded into his Common Pool. To do so, he pays for it with his Sargon Mask
(value: 4) which he discards into his Common Pool. He can now pick up his
Tachi Long Sword, which goes directly into his Museum!
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When you place an Object into your Common Pool, it also becomes
available to other players…
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Prestige points can also be exchanged to pay for Object cards.
Each Prestige point counts as having a value of 1. You may use
one or more tokens when purchasing an Object.
Objects can be purchased using only Prestige points, or you
may choose to use a mixture of the two. Used Prestige point
tokens are discarded back into the main Reserve.
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Example :
Olivier wants to place the Statue of Raijin (value: 4) into his Museum. He
Discards the Fresco of Pompeii (value: 2) and two Prestige points (value: 2) to pay
for it. He could also discard four Prestige points to pay for the statue if he so wished.
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A card in a Discard Pile may be purchased by any player. To do so,
the buyer must first pay the owner one Prestige point. The buyer then
discards Objects to pay for the card as per the normal rules, but places
those Objects into the owner’s Discard Pile, not their own. The purchased
Object card is then placed directly into the buyer’s Museum.
You may also use Prestige points to purchase cards from another players’
Common Pool, but beware: any Prestige points (after the first that must
always be paid to the owner) used to purchase an Object from a player are
also given directly to that player, which could give them a considerable
advantage!
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Example :
Jamie now wishes to purchase the Sargon Mask (value: 4) which is in Eric’s
Common Pool. He first gives Eric a Prestige point token to be allowed to take
a card from him. Then, he discards his War Chariot (value: 4) into Eric’s
Common Pool, before taking the Sargon Mask from him and exhibiting it
in his Museum. He could also choose to pay for the card with 4 additional
Prestige points which he would pay directly to Eric.
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Laying Out your Museum
When a card is purchased a player may put it anywhere in their Museum.
Players may move Objects around as they please during the game. At the
end they will have one last chance to reorganise their Museum in order
to form different Collections and score as many bonus points as possible!
Players can also gain points by amassing a large single Collection in their
Main Gallery (the coloured zones on the player boards) or by filling up
their Museum completely. For more information see “Ending the Game”.

filler

Recruiting Experts
A Museum is nothing without good staff!
During their turn, players can also pay to hire one of the three Expert
characters available from the Expert board. To do so a player must pay
their cost by discarding Object cards and/or paying Prestige tokens exactly
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whom you can ask for favours. Their help will give you a decisive advantage
over your opponents!

as described above for the purchase of Objects.
The player then takes that character and places them in the Expert space
on the left of their Museum board.

• Only one Favour card may be played per turn and only by the active
player.
• Once used, apply the effect described on the card and then discard it.
• Players may only have a maximum of three Favour cards in their hand
at any time.
• Players draw a new Favour card for every 10 points they score (as shown
on the score track by the Favour icon). See the Scoring section below.

• You can have multiple Experts in your Museum.
• You can hire multiple Experts in one Turn.
• Expert effects stack.
Experts provide a bonus to your Museum as shown on their
cards. For more information, see the Appendix.

Scoring points during the game

Refilling the Expert Board: After a Character is hired, slide the two
other cards to the right to fill any gaps before immediately drawing a
new one.

In Museum, players will be competing to have the highest score at the
end of the game.
Each time a player places an Object card in their Museum, they score
its value in Points (the value is the number in the top left-hand corner of
the card). Players move their Player Token clockwise along the score track
each time points are scored.
• Players do not score points for Hiring Experts!
• Points for Collections are not scored until the end of the game
(See: Ending the game)

Masterpieces
Object cards with a Prestige Icon next to their value
are Masterpieces. Masterpieces always have a value of
5, which is the highest in the game. These exceptional
rarities will draw more visitors to your Museum!
When scoring points for having played a
Masterpiece, the scoring player may also take one
Prestige point.

Performing an Inventory (picking cards up)
If they can’t (or don’t want to) Furbish their Museum this Turn, the
player may decide to perform an Inventory. If they do so, they may take
as many cards from their Common Pool (discard pile) as they like and
place them back into their Personal Reserve (hand), up to a maximum of
7 (See “Ending the Turn”).
Reminder: If a player performs an Inventory, then they cannot
exhibit any Objects or recruit any Experts this Turn.

Playing Favour Cards
Favour cards can be played at any time during the player’s turn regardless
of which action you performed: Furbish or Inventory.
Favour cards represent the growing influence of your Museum. As word
of your ever more impressive Collections gets around, your increased
notoriety will allow you to make contacts and attract powerful allies
9

Ending the Turn

Public Opinion
When you draw cards to refill the board, you may reveal a Public
Opinion card!
These cards mean that the Press has started to notice that a lot of artefacts
are being taken from a certain Continent and too few of them are being
exhibited. The resulting bad publicity could have terrible consequences
for our curators...

Once you’ve done all that you can do (or all that you want to do), it’s
the end of your Turn!
Before passing play to the person to your left, you must first:
• Check your hand size
• Refill the board.
Additionally, each time a full round of the game is played (meaning
each time play passes back to the 1st Player), players must:
• Draw a Headline Card
• Draw a new Expert card

Hand size
There is no maximum hand size in Museum, but if a player possesses
more than 7 Object cards in their hand at the end of their turn, they
must discard cards of their choice until they only have 7 cards in hand.
However, you may start your turn with more than 7 cards: so even if
you already have 7 cards in your hand, you can continue to draw cards
during other players’ Exploration phases!
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When a Public Opinion card is drawn, the card is left in place on the
board for the turn and a Public Opinion token is added to the Continent.
These tokens can lose you points at the end of the game based on the
cards in your discard pile (see “End of the Game”)!
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Your hand limit does not include Favour Cards (but you may
not have more than 3 Favour Cards at any time).

Refilling the board
At the end of the turn, the Objects taken during the Exploration phase
are replenished. To refill the board, draw cards until there are two available
from each Continent.
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Drawing a Headline card

Drawing a new Expert card

At the beginning of the first player’s second turn, and for each of their
turns thereafter, a new Headline card is revealed. The new card cancels any
existing ones. The effect described on the card affects all players and takes
precedent over any rules described in this booklet. There is no Headline
card on the first round of the game: draw your first Headline card on the
1st player’s second turn.

Place the rightmost card on the Expert board into the discard pile, slide
the two remaining cards to the right and place a new Expert in the first
slot.

Discard

If the card effect states that the number of Object cards available is
increased/decreased; place the Customs token on the board as a reminder.
If an Object card has to be removed to comply with these new limitations,
it is the card closest to the Headline deck that is replaced on the top of
the deck concerned.
If the card effect states that cards are no longer available on a
Continent, the cards currently present on the Continent slot
are removed and placed on top of the corresponding deck.
Place the Embargo Token on the location of the relevant
Continent as a reminder.
For more details on the different Headline cards, see the Appendix.
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Ending the game

Domains
Domain Collections represent one of the 6 Domains present in the
game:

The first player to reach 50 points signals the end of the game. That
player finishes their turn and then all other players get one final turn.

• Architecture

• Warfare

• Culture

• Navigation

• Agriculture

• Theology

Reorganising your Museum
Once all players have finished their final turn, each of them has one last
opportunity to arrange the cards in their Museum into Collections before
moving on to the final scoring.

Collections
There are three types of Collections in Museum: Civilisations (Colours),
Domains (Icons) and Patron (mixed).

A Collection must have at least 3 cards with the same Icon but different
colours (Civilisations).
You cannot create several Collections of the same Domain.

Civilisation Collections
Civilisation Collections (colours) represent one of the 12 Civilisations
present in the game:
• Mesopotamian
• Roman
• Inca
• Mayan

• Celtic

• Chinese

• Polynesian

• Phoenician

• Indian

• Greek

• Egyptian

• Japanese

Example :
Andy has 5 Theology cards in his Museum. However, 2 of these cards are
Mesopotamian (Orange) and therefore only one of them will count towards
scoring the Collection. This counts as a Domain Collection of 4 cards during
final scoring.

1

They are comprised of at least 3 cards of the same colour.
You cannot create several Collections of the same Civilisation.
Example :
Gaz has 7 Roman (Red) cards in his Museum at the end of the game.
This counts as a Civilisation Collection of 7 cards during final scoring.
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A wealthy Patron has suggested that you fill your Museum in a certain
way! If you succeed, their donation will be generous indeed...
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C IV IL IS A T IO N
OF AN OLD MAN

CI VI L I S A T I O N

1

1

ROMAN

C IV IL IS A T IO N

The Lycurgus Cup is a glass cup. Its name
comes from a sect
ion ofCapitolinus
the Iliad about
Brutus
is a bronze bust, which
Lycurgus,isKing
of Thrace.
very rare
as bronze sculptures were often
IV c entur
BC in order to reclaim the raw
meltedy down
material.
Catapult which uses a torsional force,
IV - III
cent ur from
y BCa twisted rope, to store the
generally
energy required
theashot.
Daggerfor
with
sharp point and double edge
IIIwhich
centwas
ur y worn at the belt; on the left for
legionnaires and on
the right
for offito
cers.
Temple
dedicated
all the gods of the
Iancient
cent urreligion,
y
commissioned by Agrippa
to be built
in Rome. 28 metres high and made
Approximately
I - II
centur
from
20,400y granite blocks, it transported
water
for 15verist
km. ic bust of an old man thought
Marble
I centur
to beya priest. Roman portraiture is
characterised by marked realism.
I centur y BC
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Organising your Collections

Patron Collections are composed of various Civilisation/Domain/
Continent card Collections as shown on the Patron card chosen by each
player at the start of the game (see step 4 of player Setup).
Each card will require you to assemble one or more Collections and
then award points based on the level of completion. For more details, see
the Appendix.

In order to count as part of the same Collection, Object cards must be
orthogonally adjacent to one another, whether horizontally or vertically,
just like the corridors and galleries of a real Museum!
As long as this is respected Collections may take any “shape” players
wish, branching off in different directions, going around corners, etc.
Additionally, a Collection may cross another Collection if the card(s) on
which they intercept correspond to both Collections.

Example :
Patrick chooses The Myth and Mysteries Patron card. At the end of the game
he has 6 Chinese cards, 2 Egyptian, 3 Incas and no Theology cards in his
Museum. He therefore possesses two of the Collections required and scores 10
points as shown on the card.

4
4

PORCEL AIN JAR
CH IN ESE

CIVILISATIO N

JUNK
CH IN ESE

CIVILISATIO N

3

T H E D U N H AU N G
MAP

1

S TAT U E O F
XU FU

CH IN ESE

CIVILISATIO N

CH IN ESE

CIVILISATIO N

The bristling dragon on this marvellous
brush-painted Ming Dynasty blue and white
jar are a perfect example of this traditional art.

1

ZHAOZHOU
BRIDGE

3

CORICANCHA

1

S A C S AY H UA M Á N

2

INCA ROPE
BRIDGE

CH IN ESE

CIVILISATIO N

IN CA

CIVILISATIO N

5

N E F E RT I T I
BUST

2

CHALICE IN THE
SHAPE OF A LOTUS

EGYP TIAN

CIVILISATIO N

EGYP TIAN

CIVILISATIO N

IN CA

CIVILISATIO N

IN CA

CIVILISATIO N

Anji Bridge, built by Li Chun, considered
the world’s oldest low-arched stone bridge.

Painted limestone bust depicting the head
of a woman believed to be Nefertiti, the
wife of the Pharaoh Akhenaton.

VI - VII ce ntur y

XIV ce ntur y BC

CH IN ESE boat with a
A junk is aCIVILISATIO
traditional
N
compartmentalised hull and floating, fullybattened three-quarter length sails.

Temple of the Sun or Coricancha, literally,
in Quechua: “Golden Enclosure”, which was
the most sacred place in the Inca empire.

XIII ce ntur y

XII ce ntur y

Bright blue faience chalice with moulded
decoration which makes it an exceptional
item.

The Dunhang Map is a complete star atlas
and therefore the oldest known star map.

Fortress contructed at the order of
Pachacuti, the walls of which are built
from enormous stones.

3

Example :
Olivier has completed an Egyptian (Yellow) Collection of 6 cards!

He also has a Navigation (the Ship Wheel Icon) Collection of 3 cards.
His second Egyptian navigation card doesn’t count as part of his Domain
Collection, as it belongs to the same Civilisation.

XVI ce ntur y

L ACQUERED
WOOD COFFIN

VIII ce ntur y

XIII - XII ce ntur y BC

XV ce ntur y

Xu Fu was an alchemist and sorcerer who
was sent to the eastern seas by the first
emperor of the Qin dynasty.

Suspension bridges across canyons which
were primarily used by walkers and
livestock as the Inca people did not use
wheeled transport.

III ce ntur y BC

XIII ce ntur y

5

CHEOPS
S O L A R B O AT

1

RING WITH
HORSES

EG YP T I A N

CIVILISATION

EG YP T I A N

CIVILISATION

2

T H E U N F I N I S H E D G AT E
OF PERSEPOLIS

3

KARNAK TEMPLE

5

N E F E RT I T I
BUST

EG YP T I A N

CIVILISATION

X X V I c e nt u r y B C

X I I I - X I I c e nt u r y B C

This coffin, made from lacquered wood, from the
ancient state of Chu, was the innermost of three
coffins which fit one inside the other.

Palace built in Persepolis by Artaxerxes
III including the Army Road and the
Unfinished Gate.
V I c e nt u r y B C

Enormous religious complex which includes
the precincts of the falcon-god Montu,
Amun-Ra and the goddess Mut, his wife.
X V I - I V c e nt u r y B C

Painted limestone bust depicting the head
of a woman believed to be Nefertiti, the
wife of the Pharaoh Akhenaton.
X I V c e nt u r y B C

2

IRON AGRARIAN
TO O L S

4

LOOM

CE LTIC

CIVILISATION

CE LTIC

CIVILISATION

3

T H E L I N D OW
MAN

2

R O Q U E P E RT U S E
SHRINE

2

T H E C H E RT S E Y
SHIELD

CE LTIC

CIVILISATION

2

CYCLADIC
SCULPTURE
OF A WOMAN

4

BOULEUTERION
OF PRIENE

1

S TO N E A N C H O R

GREEK

CIVILISATION

GREEK

CIVILISATION

GREEK

CIVILISATION

CE LTIC

CIVILISATION
Iron tools produced
by Celtic blacksmiths
which contributed significantly to
agricultural intensification.

III c e n tur y BC

Cycladic art is primarily characterised by
marble idols brought as an offering to the
dead.

4

ONAGER

2

LORICA
S E G M E N TATA

1

SEGOVIA
AQUEDUCT

R O MAN

CIVILISATION

R O MAN

CIVILISATION

R O MAN

CIVILISATION

Catapult which uses a torsional force,
generally from a twisted rope, to store the
energy required for the shot.

XXVI - XXV c e n tur y BC

III c e n tur y

Loom with aCIVILISATION
“counterweight” system,
featuring wires fixed to the upper part and
weighted down with stone or clay weights.

Building that served as the meeting place
of the boule, an assembly of citizens
responsible for the laws of the city.

III c e n tur y BC

V c e n tur y BC

Hinged suit of armour made from iron strips
surrounding the torso, with plates under the neck,
the throat, and over the shoulders.
I c e n tur y

The Lindow Man, most likely a Celtic
druid, is the body of a man preserved in a
natural peat bog.

The first anchors were not very effective,
made from stone and drilled with a hole
through which a rope was attached.

Approximately 28 metres high and made
from 20,400 granite blocks, it transported
water for 15 km.

CE LTIC

II c e n tur y BC

XXX c e n tur y BC

I c e n tur y

The door of the Roquepertuse Shrine is
proof of the practice of placing the skulls of
defeated enemies into pillars.
III - II c e n tur y BC

Celtic oval “Chertsey” shield which is the
only Iron Age shield to have been found in
Europe.
V - III c e n tur y BC
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1

P H O E N I C I AN
C I VI LI SA TI O N

THE FRESCO FROM
TOMB OF MENNA
E G Y P T I AN

C I VI LI SA TI O N

A junk is a traditional boat with a
compartmentalised hull and floating, fullybattened three-quarter length sails.
XIII century

EG YP T I A N

CIVILISATION

Piece from the time of Ramses II, named
after the little horses that adorn the setting.

Example :
Johnny chooses the Ancient Europe Patron card. At the end of the game he
has 11 cards from Europe in his Museum. He therefore scores 16 points as
shown on the card.

4

JUNK
CHINESE

C I VI LI SA TI O N

G AU L O I ,
TRADE SHIP

EG YP T I A N

CIVILISATION

Solar boat symbolic of the daily cycle of the
sun and dedicated to Ra, which was buried
at the foot of the Pyramid of Cheops.

V ce ntur y

4

The shape of these trade ships, with their
raised prow and stern, inspired the name
Gauloi, meaning “round”.
XVI century BC

The Tomb of Menna is one of the most
beautiful tombs in the Theban Necropolis. One
of the walls depicts a funeral procession.
XVI - XIII century BC

Final scoring
2

Players gain bonus points for the different Collections they will have
amassed during the game. One by one, players count up their final score,
moving through the different steps below:

RIAN
A G R AS
WAT E R W H E E L
N
O
CERAMIC JAR
IR
IND IAN
TO O L
IC
ON

4

C E L TA T IO N

C IV IL

IS

3

CIV ILIS ATI

JAP AN ESE

CIV ILIS ATI ON

Civilisations
Players earn points for each set of Civilisation cards they have collected.
Civilisation Collections are composed of at least 3 cards of the same
colour.

2

4

ELIEF
B A S - RS H U R
O F A A M IA N
O P O TA T IO N
M E S IV
IL IS
C

Domains

THE
NO D E O F H A M
OC
MURABI,
MASK OF SARG

4

ME SO PO TA MIA N
CIV ILIS ATI ON

s

smith
lackDomain
bof
by livestock they have collected.
Players earn points for each
lticlic
erau
whe
to powered cards
y Cset
tly els
ion in the
uced bHyd
canmo
gattery
d
irri
ifi
of
Jap
ro
n
ane
form
p
g
n
se
pot
si
ls
com
d e a ation.
, also known as yakimo
ibutewer
Iron tooich contris
ire.least
no
fic Maury
emp
orof
an
“fi
si
red
n
thin
g”,
te
A Domain Collection
composed
at
was 3
h
in
intrcards
w
oduced atthat possess the
ural
of the Yayoi period. the start
agricult c e n tu r y B CIV - III cen tur y BC
I
I
I
same Domain/icon but DIFFERENT Civilisations/colours.
I - III cen tur y
The exact amount of points scored depends on the size of the Collection
as shown in the table on the gaming aids.

KING OF BABY
LON
ME SO PO TA MIA N
CIV ILIS ATI ON

Patrons
Players earn points for the cards they have collected
corresponding to those required by their chosen Patron card.
The exact amount of points scored is indicated on the
Patron card.

The exact amount of points scored depends on the size of the Collection
as shown in the table on the gaming
ding
eaids.
Ashur fe Sargon who forcefully
d heady of
e gonze
been a of Mesopotamia to
all jor
ing thBro
ginma
es s basalt stele was
citiThi
orithe
vfieed
ef depict ay uni
a
li
erected by Kin
h
re
skadi .
a
Akrab
B
r ofmu
Ham
e rule
of Babylon. The legal g
ts. He mrtility deity. becBom
C
text
two goa
fe
BCpur
y
r XX III serv
turasy the
es
cen
tu
n
e
pos
c
e
of
the monument.
III
XV - X
XV

Prestige
Each remaining Prestige Point that a player has at the end the
game is worth 1 victory point.

III cen tur y BC

Galleries
Players score additional points based on the layout and the number of
cards in their Museum.
The coloured zone on the player’s Museum board is the Main Gallery. If
all these coloured slots are filled up with one unique Collection, then the
player scores additional points as shown on their Museum board.
If the player fills up every Object slot in their Museum, they score
additional points as shown on their Museum board.
If a player manages to do both, they score additional points as shown
on their Museum board.

Public opinion
At the end of the game players can lose points based on
the cards in their discard pile that correspond to Continents
possessing Public Opinion tokens.
14

VARIANTS

Each player determines which of the cards in their discard pile are from
Continents possessing at least one Public Opinion token. Each of these
cards causes the player to lose points equal to the number of tokens on the
card’s respective Continent.
Use the score track to tally up each players total. Should a player exceed
100 points, continue to move their token around the score track, adding
100 to the final total.
Once all players have calculated their final result, the player with the
highest score wins!

For a more family-friendly experience...
Museum has the potential to be a very challenging, strategic game.
However, if you happen to be playing for the first time, are in the company
of inexperienced players, or if you just want to keep things simple, here
are a few things you can do to tone down the complexity of the game:
• You can play without the Expert cards, which will give you one less
thing to think about! All you have to do is not put the Experts board in
place and remove the “Good Hiring” Favour Cards, and the “Mysterious
Death” and “A School at the Museum” Headline cards.
• Shuffle fewer Public Opinion cards into the Continent decks, or remove
them entirely from the game.
• You can avoid having to deal with changing game conditions by playing
without Headline cards.
• You can also choose to play without the Patron cards, or choose the
simplest challenges, such as multiple Collections (see the Appendix for
more details).

Example :
At the end of the game, Amandine has four cards in her discard pile. 2 of
these cards are from Europe which has 2 public Opinion tokens. These two
cards will therefore lose her 2 points each or 4 points in total.
--Vincent finished the game with 47 points.
After rearranging his Museum, he tallies up his final score:
He has two Civilisation Collections of 7 and 6 cards respectively: 11+8 =
19 points.
He has three Domain Collections or 3, 3 and 5 respectively: 5+5+11 = 21
points.
His patron cards requires him to collect Celtic cards, of which he has 7: 10
points.
He has 2 Prestige tokens remaining: 1+1 = 2 points.
His Museum is not full, nor is his Main Gallery: 0 points.
He has 2 cards left in his discard pile. One is from Asia that has 3 public
Opinion Tokens and one is from The Americas which has no public Opinion
tokens: 3+0= -3 Points.
This leaves him with a final score of 96 points! Not bad Vincent!

For something a little more
challenging...
• Add all of the Public Opinion cards to the Continent decks! This will
force you to be much more careful with the cards you discard if you
don’t want to lose a lot of points at the end of the game!
• Try the most difficult Patron cards. Patrons cards that require you to
make very large Collections of a single Civilisation are among the most
difficult.
• Try to fill your Grand Gallery and/or your entire Museum!
• Try the most difficult alternative Museum layouts.
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APPENDIX

Archaeological Discovery: The active player draws as many
cards from a Continent as the number of players, plus one.
The active player then reveals them, and takes one. Going
around the table in order of play, each player then takes one
of the remaining cards, with the last one going to the active
player.
Special cases: This action is not possible on a Continent closed
by a Headline card.
If the number of cards available has been reduced by 1, then the
number of cards drawn is reduced by 1 as well. The active player
will therefore not receive a second card.
Similarly, if the number of available cards has been increased by
1, you can draw one more card, and the active player will receive
3 cards instead of one.
If one of the drawn cards is a Public Opinion card, that card is
discarded and a Public Opinion token is added to the relevant
Continent. The active player may not draw another card to
replace it.

Favour Cards
Press Conference: Gain 1 Prestige Point for each Public
Opinion token on the board. At the end of the game, choose
one Continent. You may ignore any Public Opinion tokens
on that Continent during Final Scoring. This will only affect
your Museum.

Express Delivery: Allows you to place an Object card (worth
1 to 4) from your Personal Reserve (your hand) into your
Museum without paying its cost.
New Archaeologycal Team: To be played at the beginning
of your Exploration Phase. Take the 2 currently available
Object cards from the Continent space of your choice, and
put them at the bottom of the deck. Then draw 4 new cards
from the same Continent. Choose 2 and put them face up
on the Continent space, then put the two remaining cards on
the bottom of the pile.
Special cases: This action is not possible on a Continent closed
by a Headline card. If the number of available cards has been
reduced to 1, take 2 cards instead of 4 and choose one only.
If the number of available cards has been increased by 1, then
draw 6 cards and choose 3.
If one of the drawn cards is a Public Opinion card, it is discarded
and a Public Opinion token is added to the Continent concerned.
The active player may not draw another card to replace it.

Inventory: Allows you to take one or more cards (up to a
total value of 5) from your Common Pool (your discard) and
place them in your Personal Reserve (your hand).

Bank Loan: Take 4 Prestige point tokens.

Good Hiring: You may hire one Expert for free OR Take the
top 3 cards from the Expert deck. Hire one for free and place
the remaining two at the bottom of the deck.

Charity Ball: Allows you to place an Object card (value from
1 to 4) from any Common Pool (discard) into your Museum
for free.

Private Collector: Take an Object card from your Personal
Reserve (your hand), and remove it from play permanently.
You gain the same number of Prestige points as the card
value, plus 1.
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Headline Cards

Expert Cards

Africa and the Middle East/Asia/Europe/America and
Pacific at War: The Continent concerned is closed for this
turn. Any available Object cards are returned to the top of
the Continent deck. Place the rectangular “Embargo” token
on the Continent space as a reminder. Removed Objects are
returned to their place when the effect of the card ends.

Cards with a War / Culture / Agriculture / Religion /
Architecture / Navigation Icon: This Expert counts as an
additional card in your corresponding Domain Collection
at the end of the game. You may use an Expert to create a
Domain Collection (i.e. to go from 2 Objects to 3).

Instability in Africa and the Middle East/Asia/Europe/
America and Pacific: The number of cards available on
the Continent concerned is reduced to 1. Take the card
closest to the Headline deck and put it back on top of the
Continent pile. Replace this card with the Customs Token
on its -1 side as a reminder. This Object is returned to its
place when the card effect ends.

Experts with a colour: This Expert counts as an extra card
in your corresponding Civilisation Collection at the end of
the game. You can use an Expert to create a Civilisation
Collection (i.e. to go from 2 Objects to 3).

Patricia Turner: You can have up to 10 Object cards in
your hand.

A Patron in Africa and the Middle East/Asia/Europe/
America and Pacific: The number of cards available on this
Continent is increased by 1. Draw a third card and place the
Customs token on its +1 side as a reminder.

Ulf Van der Noot: Exhibiting an Object Card in your
Museum Costs 1 less.

Mysterious death!: Experts cost +1 to recruit.

Balminder Singh: Exhibiting a Masterpiece in your
Museum Grants you 2 Prestige Points instead of 1.

A school at the Museum: Experts cost -1 to recruit.

Deflation: When the active player displays an Object card
in their Museum, they must pay 1 additional Prestige point.

Richard Bellota: You can have up to 5 Favour cards in your
hand instead of 3.

The Roaring Twenties: When the active player displays an
Object card in their Museum, they receive 1 Prestige point.

Boch and Wilhelm: You can ignore the effect of the current
Headline card.

Grants Awarded: The active player may take 1 additional
Object card from the same Continent during the Exploration
phase.
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Patron Cards

The Masterpieces: This Patron requires you to gather a
certain number of Masterpieces (Objects with a value of 5)
in your establishment: 4, 6 or 8. As Masterpieces are rare
and expensive to obtain, this is a difficult Patron card.

Quadruple Collections: Patron cards of this type require
you to collect 4 different, small Collections. Quadruple
Collections are among the simplest Patrons cards to achieve.

The Greatest Team: Each Expert you recruit earns you 5
Victory Points.

Legacy Cards: These cards require you to collect a
Civilisation Collection of 5, 8 or 11 cards. As they oblige
you to specialize enormously, Legacy cards are one of the
most difficult Patrons to fulfil.
Continents: Continent Patrons require you to collect as
many Objects as possible from the same Continent: 6, 10
or 14. As this type of Objective gives you a little freedom in
the Civilisations and Domains that you acquire, it is quite a
simple Patron card.

Fountain of Knowledge: This Objective requires 1, 2 or 3
Domain Collections of 5 cards.

A Glimpse of the Past: This Objective requires a Civilisation
Collection of 7 cards and a Domain Collection of 6 cards.

The Perfect Collection: This Patron requires you to make
Collections of 5 Cards (either a Domain or a Civilisation),
containing Objects with the values 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.
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GLOSSARY
Personal Reserve:
Your hand.

Common Pool:

Your discard. Think of your Common Pool as your Museum’s warehouse; the
Objects which are there are not yet on display but can be taken out of storage at any
time. But be careful, discarded cards can be taken by other players!

Exploration Phase:

The first phase of the Turn, when the active player must draw a card. Other players
may also do so if they wish, but if they draw a card, they must give the active player a
Prestige point from the Reserve.

Action Phase:

The phase of your turn during which you can exhibit items, recruit Experts, use a
Favour Card or perform an Inventory.

Prestige Points:

Prestige tokens are the currency of the Museum. You can use them
to exhibit Objects or recruit Experts.

Patron card:

Your secret Objective that allows you to earn extra points at the end of the game.

Favour Card:

Take a Favour card each time you pass multiples of 10 points on the scoring track.
You may use one per turn and have a maximum of 3 in your hand.

Public Opinion:

5

TITI
NEFER T
BUS N
A
E G Y P TI
A TI O N

CI V IL IS

If you reveal a Public Opinion card from a Continent deck, a Public Opinion token
is added to the Continent. At the end of the game, you will lose one victory point per
token and per card of the Continent concerned in your discard.

Domain:

The type of Object. This is the icon at the top right of each Object card.

Civilisation:

The Civilisation to which an Object belongs is indicated by the colour of the card.

Headline Cards:

Draw one Headline card each time play comes back to the first player.
g the head
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